Abstract-In epidural spinal cord stimulation it is likely that not only dorsal column fibers are activated, but that dorsal root fibers will be involved as well. In this investigation a volume con ductor model of the spinal cord was used and dorsal root fibers were modeled by an electrical network including fiber excitation.
not only dorsal column fibers are activated, but that dorsal root fibers will be involved as well. In this investigation a volume con ductor model of the spinal cord was used and dorsal root fibers were modeled by an electrical network including fiber excitation.
The effects of varying some geometrical fiber characteristics, as well as the influence of the dorsal cerebrospinal fluid layer and the electrode configuration on the threshold stimUlus for their excitation, were assessed.
The threshold values were compared with those of dorsal column fibers. The results of this modeling study predict that, besides the well known influence of fiber diameter, the curvature of the dorsal root fibers and the angle between these fibers and the spinal cord axis were of major influence on their threshold values. Because of these effects, threshold stimuli of dorsal root fibers were relatively low as compared to dorsal column fibers.
Excitation of the dorsal root fibers occurred near the entry point of the fibers. [4] . In ESCS at a midthoracic level, a segmental band of muscle contractions around the thorax often occurs at a slightly higher stimulus than (or even below) the sensory threshold, thus preventing a satisfactory therapeutic effect.
I . I NTRODUCTION
Dimitri jevec et al. [4] supposed that the dorsomedial column fibers (DC fibers) are activated first and then, with increasing stimulus amplitudc, activation occurs deeper and more laterally in the dorsal columns, also reaching the dorsal roots and their entry zones. They attributed immediate motor responses to the activation of primary afferents at the dorsal root entry zone, These results favor the hypothesis, based on a theoretical study by Coburn [6] , that dorsal root fibers (DR fibers) have lower thresholds than DC fibers with the same diameter, because of the curvature of the DR fibers, The immediate segmental effects may thus imply not only that DC fibers are activated in dorsal ESCS, but that DR fibers are involved as well. Coburn compared the excitation thresholds of DR fibers of 2.S-rLm diameter, having various curvatures, and DC fibers of 2, 5, and 10 ttm at several positions in the dorsal columns. The DC fibers were supposed to be in a transverse plane at the level of the cathode and to terminate in the dorsal columns, while the DC fibers were supposed to be simple straight rostrocaudal ones. Because of these simplifications, conclusions from this work should be drawn with care. As computed by Struijk et al. [7J, the addition of collaterals to a DC fiber diminishes the excitation threshold up to 50% in this kind of fiber model.
In the present work we compared the excitation thresholds of DC fibers having collaterals with the thresholds of DR fibers having a realistic curvature in the transverse plane and in the rostrocaudal direction. Attention was also paid to the influence of the rostrocaudal level of the DR fiber as compared to the level of the electrodes, the fiber diameter, the positions of the nodes of Ranvier, the electrode configuration (monopolar and bipolar) and the thickness of the cerebrospinal layer between the electrodes and the dorsal columns.
The potential field imposed by the stimulation was calcu lated using an inhomogeneous volume conductor model [7] , [8] . This field was used to calculate the excitation threshold stimuli in McNeal-like models [7] , [9] of DC fibers and DR fibers and to predict at which part of the DR fibers excitation will be initiated.
II. V OLUME C O"'DUCTOR M ODEL
A transverse section of the volume conductor model of the midcervical spinal cord is shown in Fig, 1 . This model of the spinal cord and its surrounding tissues consists of seven homogeneous compartments. They include the gray matter and white matter of the cord, the surrounding cerebrospinal fluid (csf) and at the dorsal side a thin layer, representing 0018-9294/93$03.00 © 1993 IEEE
